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 The LORD GANESHA festival…symbol 
of love, wisdom and action…. 
 
Lord Ganesha, Lord Vinayaka, Lord 

Vighneshwara the most popular elephant God, is 

worshipped as the first deity at the start of any 

pooja, ceremony, any wow or pilgrimage.  

The looks of like elephant, proverbially the most 

intelligent among the mammals, vegetarian 

animal, satvic by nature, symbol of might and 

magnitude, making his way through the densest 

jungle, opening the trail for all others to follow. 

His foot is larger than any other animal and can 

erase the footprints of others. 

 

 The lord Ganesha is  a symbol of true path finder 

and path maker, a true leader, a true scholar, a 

true knowledge, intellect and wisdom to your 

transient life, a life of happiness free from 

difficulties and obstacles, allowing our intellect and wisdom to grow at every obstacle,s 

finding solutions and courage to implement the actions whenever necessary. 

 

Ganesha’s large head represents great wisdom. His broken tusk represents the  sacrifice 

necessary for learning and the pursuit of wisdom. Holding the Goad he prods humanity 

towards enlightenment.. with his ax h cuts off the bonds of attachment. With his upraised 

hand, he symbolizes protection to his devotees. The trident represents the three powers of 

love, wisdom and action. The bowl of fruit suggests abundance and prosperity. His large 

ears represent the listening and attentiveness. His trung represents discrimination and  

the ability to discern the difference between good and evil. The snake represents the rising 

kundalini, the life force within each one of us. The conch shell symbolizes the call to come 

and pray.. the padma lotus is a symbol of the spirit to the greater heights. The big stomach 

talks about all known and unknown universes and wisdom to understand and digest the 

secrets of the world. The modaka represents the rewards of sadhana,  which is moksha and 

liberation. The pineapple represents the giving and sharing. The mango represents the 

highest fruition of the spirit. The coconut represents the ego and different masks, which we 

make it as our hard and tough exterior, which needs to be cracked to see the soft and 

tender part of ours inside. The mouse represents the desire and ability to reach into each 

and every cranny of the mind. 

 

 

Let us look at the karmic laws, what you give to the world, you get the same in return.. what 

you sow, you shall reap… all the obstacles and challenges are the fruits of our karma… we 

call upon Lord ganesha to remove all the obstacles and challenges.. hope the law of karma 

 



is understood to all.. let’s think good for everyone and lets look at positive qualities of 

every one… let’s understand the true wisdom and true love’s meanings.. let’s be courageous 

enough and powerful enough to understand  the appropriate actions for our meaningful 

life, unity, friendship, love, peace and harmony among all…. 
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